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PREFACE
PART VIII brings together the results of the statis-
tical analysis presentedin detail in preceding
Parts. With the help of estimates, available else-
where, of items of gross capital formation other
than those covered above, and of measures of capi-
tal consumption, prepared by Solomon Fabricant
of the National Bureau staff, we are now in a posi-
tion to present three sets of estimates: (1) the total
flow of commodities and of some directly related
services;(2) gross capital formation, in four vari-
ants; (3) net capital formation. Furthermore, it is
possible to compare these three series of totals
with more comprehensive measures of the na-
tional product. The basic tables in this Part pre-
sent these series of estimates in some detail, and
provide percentage allocations of the most im-
portant totals, whenever percentages can be com-
puted. The discussion in the Preface is confined to
a brief description of the scope of the estimates
and a summary of the main conclusions suggested
by the statistical evidence.
1 FLOW OF COMMODITIES
a Characteristics of the estimates
The results of the comprehensive study of the an-
nual flow of commodities are brought together in
Table VIII—l. The estimates entered under the
three broad categories of perishable, semidurable,
and durable commodities comprise:(a) the flow
of movable finished commodities to their ultimate
domestic recipients, at the cost to them; (b) such
of the flow of unfinished commodities in circula-
tion as constitutes a net addition to inventories or
a net draft from them; (c) the volume of new con-
struction. All these categories in the flow of com-
modities are confined to the domestic area so far
as: only domestic recipients are included under
(a); under (b) the changes are measured only in
inventories held within the country; and con-
struction is only that within the United States
proper. Hence, in order to cover the total corn-
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modity output of the nation's economic system,
including its exports and imports, we acid in line
V—2 the net balance of its commodity trade with
other nations.' The resulting total in line VII rep-
resents the value of all commodities produced, ex-
cluding all duplication between raw materials,
semi finished products, and linished commodities,
except that involved in not allowing for the con-
sumption of durable capital equipment. The addi-
tion to this commodity production total of such
repairs and maintenance as were measured in our
study yields the grand total 0 production o. com-
modities and of immediately related services (line
IX).
It would be impossible here to describe briefly
and accurately the successive steps by which these
estimates have been derived, the numerous as-
sumptions made in order to bridge gaps in data,
and the probable influence of these assumptions
upon the estimates. These have been presented in
detail in the preceding Parts. Here we indicate
briefly the scope of the measures with especial
emphasis on their limitations.
First, the terms 'ultimate recipients' and 'fin-
ished commodities' may be commented upon
briefly. The ultimate recipients of consumers'
goods are largely the households of the nation;
arid in addition the larger groups of consuming
units such as hospitals, hotels, restaurants, and
dormitories. But when inventories are considered,
such of these large consuming groups as are busi-
ness units are included, so far as they can be esti-
mated with available data, in the measure of
changesinbusiness inventories(whereas no
measure of changes in inventories held by family
units is provided). The ultimate recipients of
l'his item should also take into consideration that part of the
balance of shipping and freight services that is imputable to
the commodity movement. But itis impossible to make the
necessary allocation, and the correction would be so small that
it may be disregarded.
/producers' goods are the business, public, and
semi-public enterprises that actually use the com-
modities. Finished commodities are, then, com-
modities that have reached the form in which they
are utilized by their ultimate recipients. Some
question arose with reference to parts produced
for replacement in already existing durable com-
modities. Such parts of producers' durable com-
modities were treated as finished; but the parts of
consumers' durable were treated as unfinished.
The flow of movable commodities, either con-
sumers' or producers', to ultimate recipients is
reasonably complete, covering all manufactured
commodities and those products of the extrac-
tive industries that flow to ultimate consumers
without additional fabrication. They exclude rela-
tively unimportant itenis such as flowers, and sim-
ilar commodities that cannot be traced through
the Census of Manufactures or measured at their
origin on the nation's farms, and in its mines and
waters.. The flow of the movable commodities
covered is measured at the cost to their ultimate
recipients and thus includes not only the pro-
ducers' price but also transportation and distribu-
tive costs. The volume of construction in line IV
comprises oniy new construction and such sub-
stantial repairs and alterations as call for building
permits. It could be estimated only at the cost
charged by the construction firms, not at the price
to the eventual holder. The change in inventories
is perhaps the least inclusive item of all, owing
largely to scarcity of comprehensive data. The es-
timates cover most business inventories, include
farm stocks for oniy three important crops and
such livestock as is classified as non-durable, and
stocks of gold and silver; but fail to cover inven-
tories o. unincorporated business establishments
in the service, finance, and public utility groups,
inventories of non-business enterprises exempt
from corporate income taxes, and stocks of non-
durable commodities in the hands of ultimate
consumers. Changes in inventories of unfinished
commodities are classified, except for the last two
years in the series (for which no allocation of any
inventories by durability is as yet possible), under
perishable, semidurable, and durable groups, ac-
cording to the characteristics of the finished prod-
ucts that they eventually enter. This item is not
the change from one year-end inventory to the
next obtained as the difference between successive
year.end inventories in fluctuating current vain-
ation. On the contrary, it is so measured as to re-
flect actual accretion of commodities to or actual
drafts of commodities from the commodity stocks
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the inventories, this effect being ai
tamed by converting the inventories at each yeai
end to the commodity equivalent in constan
prices, obtaining the change by subtraction, an
then expressing the net change for each year ii
prices current during that year. The balance o
foreign trade in merchandise and in gold and silve
movements is obtained directly from the Balanc
of International Payments in the United State
published annually(recentl.y semi-annually) b'
the Department of Commerce, and is distinguishe
by the completeness characterizing all our for
eign trade statistics. Finally, the estimates of
pairs and servicing of durable commodities ar
incomplete; especially with reference to repair
and maintenance of movable commodities, th
corresponding item being confined to service
rendered by manufacturing and retail trade estal
lishments only. The year-to-year changes in th
item in line VIII, especially in the part represeni
ing repair and maintenance construction (showi
separately in Table V1II—2), should not be givel
much weight. This part is derived as the differ
ence between the global estimate of constructiol
based on the consumption of all construction ma
terials and the estimate of new construction base
on substantially different data. Hence it is affecte
by differences between the assumptions made ii
arriving at the two construction measures, anc
the effect of these assumptions upon the faithful
ness with which the two measures reflect fluctua
tions in the volume of the activities they purpor
to describe. On the other hand, whatever scant
data are available on repairs and maintenanc
construction suggest that the average magnitud
of this item in Table VIII—! is tolerably reliabl
These comments refer to the estimates in bot
current and 1929 prices. But for the latter, the ai
ditional step involved in the adjustment for pri
changes results in additional qualifications cause
largely by lack of data for some important cor
modity groups and by possible inadequacies i
the available price measures. Especially for di
rable commodities, in which qualitative chang
are important, is the task of adjustment for pric
changes difficult and the results subject to cautioi
use. In general, the estimates in 1929 prices ai
less accurate than those in current prices.
Some references in this brief description, an
still more the detailed analysis in the precedir
Parts, clearly indicate that the measures, valuab
as they are. for many uses, are not sufficiently a
curate to be employed in a close analysis of sho
term changes, They are of value primarily as i:
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dicating the average magnitudes involved; the
general characteristics of the composition of many
important totals; and the broad changes that may
have occurred over the period in these totals and
in their distribution among the constituent parts.
But while some of the items have been measured
with sufficient acduracyto allow their study as in-
dexes of year-to-year changes (e.g., flow of com-
modities to ultimate recipients, in current prices;
flow of perishable and semidurable commodities
in 1929 prices; the foreign trade item), others are
not sufficiently accurate for this purpose, or can
be used for such a purpose only with substantial
qualifications or after tests by juxtaposition against
other data.
b The totals and their changes
The consideration of the average volume of com-
modity flow and of its allocation among constit-
uent parts is facilitated by Table VIII—a; changes
in this percentage allocation may be studied in
Table VIII—1--A.
I Flow of finished commodities to ultimate recipients at






6All durable (lilies 3 + 4 + 5)
7 Total
II Production of new commodities at the cost to ultimate







7 Repairs and maintenance
of such unfinished commodities as have not yet be-
come absorbed in the finished product.
Of this total production of new commodities, by
far the largest group is the perishable, accounting
on the average for 43 per cent. Of the other four
groups the semidurable is the second largest, al-
though it is less than half the size of the perishable
group. Each of the three durable groups, pro-
ducers', consumers', and construction, accounts
for less than one-sixth of the total. But when these
The average volume over the period of the
total flow of finished commodities to their ultimate
recipients is about 55 billion dollars, in both cur-
rent and 1929 prices. Inventory changes and the
balance of foreign trade in merchandise and in
monetary metals add roughly 2 billion dollars to
this total. The inclusion of repairs and mainte-
nance would constitute a more significant addition,
since it averages about 7 billion dollars, or about 12
per cent of the total production of new commodi-
ties. However, since an overwhelming proportion
of these repairs and maintenance activities are
probably consumed directly in turning out the
new commodities, it is best to exclude this item.
The total in line 11—6 of Table VIII—a still con-
tains duplication, in that no allowance is made for
the consumption of fixed durable equipment. But,
as stated repeatedly above, there are important rea-
sons for allowing this duplication to stand, and for
treating the commodity product of the nation as
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24,089 43.8 25,238 45.6
10,487 19.1 9,723 17.6
7,198 13.1 7,234 13.1
4,848 8.8 4,780 8.6
8,375 15.2 8,370 15.1
20,421 37.1 20,384 36.8
54,996 100.0 55,345 100.0
24,574 43.1 25,530 45.1
10,707 18.8 9,792 17.3
12,352 21.6 12,198 21.6
8,375 14.7 8,370 14.8
1,047 1.8 690 1.2
57,055 100.0 56,580 100.0
6,876 12.1 6,864 12.1
three are combined into one durable group, the
latter accounts for 36 per cent of the total and thus
CQflStituteS a substantial share of the total com-
modity output of the nation.
These averages convey the general impression
that of the total commodity product a preponder-
ant part is still accounted for by non-durable corn-
rnodities. When it is further considered that the
national product includes not only commodities
but also services not embodied in new commodi-PART VIII
ties (see comparison in Sec. 4, below), the share of
non-durable goods in the total national product
must be still larger and that of durable commodi-
ties still smaller than appears from Table VIII—a.
Obviously, the strategic importance of durable
commodities lies not so much in the share that they
constitute of the national product as in their varia-
tion over time in a way significantly different from
that of non-durable goods.
The absolute volumes in Table VIII—1 fluctuate
appreciably, reflecting with fair sensitivity the
recognized fluctuations in general business condi-
tions. Thus the gross total of production of new
commodities, in current prices (line VII) shows
clearly the declines of 1921, 1924, 1927, and 1929—
32; and even in the totals in 1929 prices the rela-
tively mild recession of 1927 alone is not reflected.
There are some significant differences in the sen-
sitiveness with which the totals for the various
commodity classes or, the various items within
those classes reflect these fluctuations. In general,
the most conspicuous fluctuations occur in the dii-
rable group, the least conspicuous in the non-du-
rable; the gross volumes, such as the flow to ulti-
mate recipients and new construction, fluctuate
less widely than the net items, such as changes in
inventories; and the totals in current prices fluctu-
ate more widely, of course, than those in 1929
prices.
These marked oscillations in the absolute vol-
umes obscure manifestations of long time changes;
and the differences in the susceptibility of the vari-
ous constituent elements in the production totals
result in short term fluctuations in the percentage
allocationsthat bar inferencesof long time
changes in the latter. Thus a close study of the
percentages in Table VIII—1—A reveals only the
reflection of differences in the cyclical variability
of the constituent parts. New construction is sub-
ject to a marked long swing, whose duration occu-
pies fourteen of the seventeen years covered by the
entire period—hence its percentage share shows
this swing, the share rising to a peak in 1925 and
declining to a trough in 1933; consequently, the
shares of the other elements reflect inversely this
swing in the share of construction. The year-to-
year fluctuations in the share of each movable com-
modity group reveal clearly the differing sensitiv-
ity to cycles in general business conditions. Thus
in the distribution in current prices, the share of
producers' durable and of consumers' durable
commodities declines in each year of general
business contraction (1921, 1924, 1927, 1930—32),
whereas the share of perishable and of semidurable
rises, indicating that the output in the former two
groups responds more decisively to fluctuations
in general business conditions. Similar differences
between the movable durable and non-durable
commodities are observed in the distribution in
1929 prices. All these differences in susceptibility
to cyclical changes in general business conditions
are in consonance with the existing knowledge of
the differing impact of these fluctuations upon the
various parts of the productive system.
2 GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION
a Characteristics of the estimates
The variants of total gross capital formation in-
clude chiefly commodity flows, all of which have
already been considered in Table VIII—!, and in
the preceding discussion. The only item in Table
VIII—2 that does not appear in Table VIII—! is
the net change in claims against foreign countries,
a total more comprehensive than the net balance
of foreign trade in merchandise and monetary
metals considered heretofore. The source of this
item is the same series of reports on the Balance
of International Payments from which the balance
in merchandise and metal trade was derived.
The inclusion, in gross capital formation, of
this net change in claims against foreign countries
introduces, however, an element that is signifi-
cantly different from the others. The other ele-
ments in gross capital formation are either com-
modity totals or changes in or activities such
as repairs and alterations that leave tangible evi-
dence of the change they caused in the commodi-
ties. In accordance with the basic viewpoint of
this study capital formation is conceived as a proc-
ess of commodity flow, the latter given its proper
economic weight by being evaluated at market
prices. No attempt has been made to treat capital
formation as a change in the claims to incomes.
But net changes in claims against foreign countries
do relate to claims, to a type of capital formation
that does not find tangible expression in commod-
ity stocks. The resulting heterogeneity of the total
reflects the limitation of our concept of capital
formation when applied to a national economy set
amidst others. Were we to apply this concept to
the world as a unit, we could confine it to commod-
ity flows and stocks. But for a single nation the
commodity concept cannot be adhered to com-
pletely: The total, accordingly, consists of two
parts:one, accounting forthe overwhelming
share, represents actual additions to or drafts from
the commodity stocks of the nation; the other rep-
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resents the much less tangible change in claims
against other nations.
Some classification by type of user has been car-
ned through for the commodity flows whose totals
are summarized in Table VIII—!. But for gross
capitalformationthisclassificationhas been
pushed further, and it is of somewhat greater im-
portance in that it affects the magnitudes of some
of the four variants. Two comments may be made
with reference to the allocation by type of user,
as shown in both Table VIII—2 and the other
tables in this Part. First, our allocation of mov-
able durable commodities between consumers'
and producers' is crude, being based upon the
characteristicsof preponderantuse,and the
crudities influence both the volume of capital
formation in the different variants and its distri-
bution by type of user. No attempt has been made
to segregate the shares of either .consumers' or
producers' durable commodities that flow to gov-
ernmental agencies; or the shares of consumers'
goods, such as passenger cars, that may be used by
business enterprises; or the shares of producers'
goods, such as typewriters or airplanes, that may be
used by ultimate consumers. The result is to un-
derestimate the volume of commodities destined
for use by governmental agencies, to underesti-
mate somewhat the volume of producers' goods,
to underestimate gross capital formation in the
variants that exclude consumers' movable durable
commodities and to overestimate somewhat the
volume of the latter. It is impossible to set even a
tolerably approximate figure on these respective
shortages and excesses. In percentages of such mag-
nitudes as the total flow of consumers' or pro-
ducers' durable commodities (including construc-
tion), they can hardly be significantly large. But
this qualification is to be kept in mind in inter-
preting the totals in Table VIII—2.
Second, changes in stocks of monetary metals
(whether in bullion or the bullion contents of
coinage) were classified under capital formation
destined for use by public agencies. Since before
1933 part of that stock was held by private institu-
tions, viz., banks, there may be some question con-
cerning this classification. But it appeared to us
that monetary metals, in bullion and coinage (ex-
cluding any business inventories held for indus-
trial use) are largely in the nature of public capital,
and should be classified in the same division as
public roads, streets and governmental buildings.
b The totals and their changes
The average value of the most inclusive total of
gross capital formation (corresponding to Variant
Two, defined in the Introduction) amounted for
the 1)ertodl 1919—33 to 29 billion dollars in current
prices and 28.4 billion in 1929 prices(Table
VIII—b). The omission of consumers' movable
durable commodities yields a total corresponding
to Variant Three, with an average value over the
period of 21.1 billion dollars in current prices and
of 20.5 l)illion in 1929 prices. If all consumers'
durable are retained, but all repairs and altera-
tions are excluded as largely non-durable in char-
acter, the average of gross capital formation for
the same years is 22.1 billion dollars in current
prices and 21.5 billion in 1929 prices. Finally,
when both consumers' movable durable commodi-
ties and all repair items are omitted (a concept
designated as Variant Four in the Introduction),
the average value in curn!nt prices is reduced to
14.9 billion dollars per year and that in 1929 prices
to 14.3 billion.
The allocation of total gross capital formation
either among various groups by type of user or
among narrower divisions within these groups de-
pends obviously upon the total used. In the most
inclusive total(Variant Two) the two major
groups by type of user, consumers and business,
are of approximately the same importance, each
accounting for slightly over one-third. The public
agencies item accounts for about 8 per cent, and
the unallocable for almost one-fifth. The most im-
portant single item is consumers' movable durable
commodities, accounting for about one-quarter.
The omission of this item and of repairs and al-
terations (Variant Three) naturally reduces the
relative share of the consumers' group and leaves
that destined for business use as the most impor-
tant, with the flow of producers' movable durable
commodities as the largest single item. The exclu-
sion of all repairs and alterations and the reten-
tion of all durable commodities reduce
the volume destined for business use more mate-
rially than that destined for consumers; and of
course, results in a marked decline in the share of
the unallocable item. As a result, the average per-
centage of this total accounted for by items destined
for use by consumers is 46; for use by business, 40;
by public agencies, 1!; and of the unallocable
change in claims against foreign countries, 3. If we
exclude both consumers' movable durable com-
modities and repairs and alterations(Variant
Four), the allocation changes again, the group des-
tined for use by consumers accounting on the aver-
age for only 20 per cent; that destined for use by
business for 60 per cent; that destined for use by
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Table VIII—b
AVERAGE VOLUME ANI) PERCENTAGE ALLOCATION OF GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION,
1919—1933
(average volume in of dollars)
CURRENT 1929 I'RICES
AVERAGE I'ERCENTACE AVERAGE I'ERCENTA(;E
VOLUME ALLOCAtION VOLLJ ME ALLOCATION
IMost inclusive total 28,992 100.0 28,359 100.0
IConsumers 10,772 37.2 10,834 38.2
a Consumers' durableCOmIUO(litieS 7,198 21.8 7,234 25.5
I) Repairsand servicingut consumers' (lural)le commodities 656 2.3 670 2.4
c Residential construction 2,918 10.1 2,930 10.3
2 Business 10,460 36.1 9,915 35.0
a Producers' (luI'al)le commodities 4,848 16.7 4,780 16.9
I) Repairs and servicing of producers' durable commodities 1,503 5.2 1,494 5.3
c Business construction 3,174 10.9 3,180 11.2
d Changes in business inventories 935 3.2 461 1.6
3 Public agencies 2,365 8.2 2,345 8.3
a Public construction 2,282 7.9 2,260 8.0
h Changes in stocks of silMer and gold 83 0.3 84 0.3
4 Unallocable 5,395 18.6 5,264 18.6
a Changes in claims against foreign countries 677 .2.3 565 2.0
b Construction repairs and maintenance 4,717 16.3 4,699 16.6
II Excluding all repairs antimaintenancç 22,116 100.0 21,495 100.0
1 Consumers 10,116 45.7 10,164 47.3
a Consumers' durable commodities 7,198 32.5 7,234 33.7
c Residential construction 2,918 13.2 2,980 13.6
2 Business
S 8,958 40.5 8,421 39.2
a Producers' durable commodities 4,848 21.9 4,780 22.2
c Business construction 3,174 14.4 3,180 14.8
d Changes in business inventories 935 4.2 461 2.1
3 Public agencies 2,365 10.7 2,345 10.9
a Public construction 2,282 10.3 2,260 10.5
b Changes in stocks of silver and gold 83 0.4 84 0.4
4 Unallocable 677 3.1 565 2.6
a Changes in claims against foreign countries 677 3.1 565 2.6
III Excluding all repairs and maintenance and consumers'
movable durable commodities 14,918 100.0 14,261 100.0
1 Consumers 2,918 19.6 2,930 20.5
c Residential construction 2,918 19.6 2,930 20.5
2 Business 8,958 60.0 8,421 59.0
a Producers' durable commodities 4,848 32.5 4,780 33.5
c Business construction 3,174 21.3 3,180 22.3
d Changes in business inventories 935 6.3 461 3.2
3 Public agencies 2,365 15.9 2,345 16.4
a Public construction 2,282 15.3 2,260 15.8-
b Changes in stocks of silver and gold 83 0.6 84 0.6
4 Unallocahle 677 4.5 565 4.0
a Changes in claims against foreign countries 677 4.5 565 4.0
publicagencies for 16 per cent. These percentageshere in detail, except to note that they were not of
are based on the averages in current prices; thosethe same magnitude in the various parts of gross
based on the averages in 1929 prices are onlycapital formation. As a result, there were marked
slightly different. Finally, both the averages inchanges in the allocation of gross capital forma-
Table VIII—b and the annual figures in Tabletion among its constituent elements (Table VIII—
VIII—2 make it possible for any student to modify2—A).
the concept of capital formation still further and Some of the changes in the percentage alloca-
to obtain the corresponding totals. tion of gross capital formation among its con-
The absolute volume ofcapital formationstituent elements are due to the differences in
changed markedly during the period, in all fourthe amplitude and duration of cyclical oscillations
variants, reflecting the well-known fluctuations incharacterizing them. Thus a marked long swing
business conditions. We need not consider themin construction and the absence of such a swing
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in the other parts of gross capital formation pro-
duce a similar swing in the percentage share of
Construction. Likewise, since items SUCh aschanges
inbusinessinventories and the flow of producers'
durable are especially sensitive to cycles in gen-
eral business conditions, their percentages in the
totals fluctuate with cyclical expansions and con-
ti-actions. But besides these cyclical changes in the
percentage allocation, the marked shifts over the
period as a whole are of especial interest in the
study of capital formation.
First, the share of consumers' durable commodi-
ties (movable) increased over the period (Table
VIII—2—A, lines I—i—a, 11—1—a). In percentages of
the most inclusive total in current prices, itaver-
aged about20 in1919—21, 26 in 1927—29, and 32 in
193 1—33; in percentages of the total that excludes
repairs and maintenance, the corresponding aver-
ages were 27, 33, and 48. The totals in 1929 prices
indicate a similarly significant increase in the share
of the flow of consumers' movable durable corn-
rnodities. The relative share of repairs and servic-
ing of consumers' durable commodities has also
increased markedly (line I—i—b).
Second, the share of net changes in business in-
ventories declined appreciably over the period
(lines I—2--d, 11—2—cl, 111—2--cl)'. Its marked short
term fluctuations conceal this tendency, but a com-
parison of averages of the percentages for the suc-
cessive three- or five-year periods reveals clearly
this downward movement. Thus in percentages of
the most inclusive total in current prices, its aver-
age share in 1919—21 was 10, iii 1922—24, 2.7, in
1925—27, 3.6, in 1928—30, 0.5; and turned nega-
tive in 1931—33.A similar decline canbe observed
for the percentages based on 1929 prices; and for
percentages of any other total of gross for-
ination.
Third, the share of public construction in 'the
tOtal rose appreciably over the period' (lines 1—3—a,
11—3—a, 111—3—a). This tendency has beengreatly
intensified during the recent depression,but the
entries in Table \TIII—2—A indicate a significant
rise even before 1929. Thus, in percentages of the
most inclusive total in current prices, the share of
public construction averaged about 5 in 1919—21,
and about 8'in 1927—29. Similary significant in-
creases can be observed in the percentages of other
totals of gross capital formation; and in the per-
centages based on 1929 prices.
Fourth, the share of net changes in claims
against foreign countries seems to have declined
over the period 1—4—a, 11—4—a, 111—4—a).
This trend is, however, less consistent than the
ones observed above, since it is caused largely by
the very high levels of this item in 19 19—20, and
the very low ones in 1934 and 1935. For the rest
of the period the relative share of these net changes
iiiclaims againstforeigncountriesfluctuates
widely, but without any consistent movement in
one direction.
No significant changes over the period can be
in the relative shares of the other ele-
ments of gross capital formation. Some of these ele-
inents account for a fairly constant share, but one
subject to short term oscillations (e.g., the flow of
producers' durable Others are sub-
to such a long cyclical swing that in the brief
period even approximate trends cannot be estab-
lished(e.g.,' the construction items). Still others
fluctuate so widely that again no tendency in their
relative shares over the period can be established
(e.g., net changes in stocks of gold and silver).
3NETCAPITAL FORMATION
aC/iaracleristi's of the estimates
Thevolume of net capital formation is measured
by subtracting from gross capital formation the es-
timated of all durable capital goods
utilized' in the process of production. Such esti-
mates have been prepared by Fabricant
covering capital consumption: (a) that took place
within the business enterprises of the nation (ex-
clusive of that chargeable to residential buildings);
(b) that was chargeable to the use of residential
buildings;(c) that was chargeable to the use of
durable goods by governmental agencies. Mr. Fab-
ricant presented his preliminary results in Bulle-
tin 60, Measures of Capital Consumption, 1919—
1933,andwe have taken advantage of the results
of his subsequent work. Lack of data on the con-
sumption of consumers' durable products other
than residentialbuildings and passenger cars made
it'impossible to measure net capital formation in
any variant except Four (see Table VIII—3).
For the most important item in Table VIII—3,
capital formation destined for business use, there
is some lack of correspondence between the gross
capital formation totals and the totals of deprecia-
tion, depletion, and fire loss deductions which are
presented as measures of capital consumption.
This lack of correspondence arises largely from
two factors:(1) our distinction between pro-
ducers' and goods is based on the pre-
ponderant use of the commodities, whereas the
measures of depreciation, depletion, etc., charged
bybusiness enterprises are based onthe actual
segrega,tionof capital goods used by them; (2) de-
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preciation may be deducted for items not appear-
ing in gross capital formation. Thus, the estimates
in Table VIII—3 of net capital formation destined
for business use may be too large because: (a) gross
capital formation totals include some durable
goods that are destined for use either by ultimate
consumers or by non-business agencies (e.g., gov-
ernment);(b) these totals include commodities
(e.g., tools), which, their unit cost being small,
may be treated by business enterprises on an in-
ventory basis in 'deferred charges', rather than
made subject to depreciation charges;(c) depre-
ciation may be applied to capital values that have
been reduced from their original cost. On the
other hand, the net capital formation totals in
Table VIII—3 may be too small because:(a) the
gross capital formation total used fails to include
some portion of commodities, classified by us as
consumers' durable, that may be utilized by busi-
ness enterprises(e.g.,rugs);(b)depreciation
charges may be applied to capital values that have
become appreciated as compared with their orig-
inal cost; or to intangibles; or to material repairs
and alterations not included under gross capital
formation in Table VIII—3; or to commodities
classified by us as consumers' durable but actually
used by business enterprises. Similarly, the esti-
mates of capital consumption for resi4ential build-
ings, and especially for the durable commodities
used by governmental agencies, are rough approxi-
mations.
Moreover, the estimates of capital consumption
represented by depreciation charges are based on
the assumption of repairs and maintenance suffi-
cient to keep the capital item in a condition that
will assure the period of useful life that is the
basis for the calculation of depreciation. But ac-
tually business enterprises or other agencies uti-
lizing the capital goods may spend more on repairs
and maintenance than is assumed in the deprecia-
tion charges, thus adding to the value of existing
capital; or, which is much more probable, may, in
bad years, spend much less on repairs and main-
tenance than is needed to assure to the equipment
the period of life that underlies the estimate of de-
preciation charges, and thus incur capital con-
sumption to an extent appreciably larger than that
represented by the depreciation charge. Were
data available for all users of capital goods on the
theoretical amount of repairs and maintenance as-
sumed in the depreciation charges and on the ac-
tual amount of repairs and maintenance carried
through, the correct measure of net capital forma-
tion would be yielded by subtracting from gross
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capital formation, inclusive of actual repairs and
maintenance, the capital consumption estimate,
inclusive of the theoretical amount of needed re-
pairs and maintenance. But the lack of such data
forces the approximation to net capital formation
that is obtained by disregarding both theoretical
and actual repairs and maintenance. Obviously
the measures in Table VIII—3 are not of a high
order of precision and should be used as approxi-
mations rather than as exact measures of net
changes in the stock of capital goods held by the
groups of users. Nevertheless, the broad indica-
tions of the estimates are fairly trustworthy. We
first compare them with gross capital formation
and capital consumption, then discuss the absolute
magnitude of net capital formation, and its distri-
bution among the various components.
b Corn with gross capital formation and cap-
ital consumption
Comparison of gross capital formation, capital
consumption and net capital formation shows
what a large part of the total diverted into invest-
ment is offset by the current consumption of al-
ready existing durable commodities (Table VIII—
c). Of the average volume of gross capital forma-
tion for the entire period 62 per cent in current
prices and 68 per cent in 1929 prices is accounted
for by capital consumption, and only 38 and 32
per cent, respectively, can be considered as a net
addition to. the stock of capital goods.
This average percentage distribution of gross
capital formation between presumptive replace-
ment of capital consumed and net addition to stock
varies little as between estimates in current and in
1929 prices;.but it does vary significantly among
the various groups distinguished in Table VIII—c.
The relativeshare of capital consumptionis
greatest in residential construction, owing ob-
viously to the existence of a large stock of residen-
tial buildings as compared with the moderate rate
of gross additions to it during the period. In capi-
tal formation destined for business use the impor-
tance of the replacement share is only slightly less,
if we exclude changes in business inventories, a
net item not subject to capital depreciation. Its in-
clusion serves to reduce the relative share of capital
consumption in the total of gross capital forma-
tion destined for business use, and makes this share
significantly lower than in residential construc-
tion. The apportionment between replacement
and net additions is strikingly different, however,
in the volume destined for use by governmental
agencies. In the latter, capital consumption ac-SUMMARY
counts for only one-fifth of the average volume of
gross capital formation. The measure of capital
consumption by governmental agencies is admit-
tedly crude and incomplete, in that depreciation
on roads and sewers is not allowed for. But this
omission is perhaps justified on the ground that
in these public properties little capital deprecia-
tion really occurs, capital consumed being re-
placed through repairs and maintenance. And
whatever may be said of the possible underesti-
mate of public capital consumption in the estimate
presented, its share in the gross capital formation
destined for public use may reasonably be ex-
pected to be very much lower than in residential
construction or business capital, because the stock
of public capital must have been small compared
with the substantial gross additions since 1919 and
because the rate at which the existing durable
commodities in the hands of the government
would depreciate would be extremely low.
c Absolute volume compared with wealth
The absolute volume of as inclusive a total of
net capital formation as can be obtained with the
available data is on the average 5.3 billion dollars
per year in current prices, and 4.3 billion in 1929
prices. The significance of these figures is, perhaps,
better comprehended when they are expressed in
cumulative totals. If we add the net additions to
the stock of capital goods that resulted during
19 19—35 from the flow of producers' durable com-
modities to their ultimate domestic recipients, the
volume of all new construction, net changes in
business inventories and stocks of gold and silver,
and net changes in claims against foreign coun-
tries, then, with each annual addition in current
prices, the total amounts to 90.8 billion dollars;
with these additions in 1929 prices, the total
amounts to 73.8 billion.. All this capital accumula-
tion took place before the recent depression. The
corresponding totals for the eleven years 19 19—29
are, in current prices, 95.7 billion, in 1929 prices,
84.3 billion; and from 1930 through 1935 the net
total added to the stock of capital goods was re-
duced 4;9 billion dollars in current prices, 10.5 bil-
lion in 1929 prices.
It is of interest to compare this total of capital
formation with the stock of wealth, to which it
was an addition. The latest acceptable estimate of
national wealth for this country is that made as of
December 31, 1922 by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion (see National Wealth and Income, Washing-
ton, 1926). According to this report, total wealth
at the current valuation amounted at the end of
Table VIII—c
AVERAGE VOLUME OF GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION, CAPITAL CONSUMPTION
AND NET CAPITAL FORMATION
(averages for 1919—1935)




VOLUME VOLUME PER- VOLUME PER- FORMATION
















a md. netchangein business inventories 8,361 6,057 72.4 2,305 27.6 43.2
b Exci.net changein busineSs inventories 7,624 . 6,057 79.4 1,568 20.6 29.4
Residential construction 2,656 2,118 79.7 539 20.3 10.1
Public agencies 2,595 535 20.6 2,060 79.4 38,6
INet change inclaims againstforeigncountries 437 0 0 487 100.0 8.2
STotal
a mc!. net change in business inventories 14,050 8,709 62.0 5,340 38.0 100.0





a mci. net change in business inventories 7,957 6.343 79.7 1,614 20.3 37.2
b Exci. net change in business inventories 7,680 6,343 82.6 1,337 17.4 30.8
Residential construction 2,691 2,248 83.5 443 • 16.5 10.2
IPublic agencies 2,541 558 22.0 1,982 78.0 45.6
INet change in claims against foreign countries 303 0 0 303 100.0 7.0
5Total .
a mci. net change in business inventories 13,492 9,149 67.8 4,342 32.2 100.0
b Exci.net changein business inventories 13,215 9.149 69.2 4,066 30.8 93.6
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to .353 billion dollars. This total includes,
however, 39.8 billion of furniture and personal ef-
fects, 4.6 billion of motor vehicles (Table 1, P. 28),
and 122.2 billion of land exclusive of improve-
ments (Table 3,34). The first and last items
should be completely omitted from the stock of
wealth to which net capital formation, as measured
in Table VIII—3, could contribute; the same is
true of the preponderant portion of the value of
motor vehicles. If, accordingly, we subtract 165
billion dollars from the total, the value of man-
made wealth (excluding consumers' goods but
including residential buildings) is some 188 bil-
lion dollars, at the end of and at valuation of 1922.
If we assume that the same wealth would not be
greatly different from the amount indicated if re-
valued at 1929 prices, an assumption whose arbi-
trariness is perhaps reduced by the fact that the
general commodity price level in the twoyearsis
approximately the same, we can make the desired
comparisons. The wealth at the beginning of 1919
must have amounted, in 1929 prices, to 188 billion
minus the sum of net capital formation for 1919—
22, i.e., minus 22.7 billion, or 165.3 billion. Hence
the cumulative addition to this stock of capital
goodsduringtheseventeenyears,1919—35,
amounted to about 44 per cent; and at this arith-
metic rate of increase, the stock would have been
doubled in about forty years. The total increase
before 1930, i.e., before the depression, amounted,
however, to 51 per cent of the stock at the begin-
ning of 1919; and at the pre-depression rate, the
stock would have doubled in twenty-two years.
Whether either of the rates of capital accumulation
thus shown appears high, average or low is hard tO
say, because our knowledge of capital growth in
the past, the only basis for judgment, is so scanty.
d Distribution among component elements
In considering the apportionment of total net cap-
ital formation among the distinguishable cate-
gories by type of user, the most striking feature is
the relatively large amount destined for use by
public agencies. Even if we disregard the rise in
this item in 1934 and 1935, due largely to the in-
flux of gold, the average volume for the period is
not much below that of business net capital forma-
tion, and accounts for 30 per cent of the total. As
indicated in Table VIII—c, this distribution of
net capital formation makes a striking contrast to
that of gross; when gross volumes are considered,
capital formation destined for use by public agen-
cies is less than one-third as large as that destined
for use by business, and accounts for only 18 per
cent of the total. The explanation lies, in the
terially smaller allowance for consumption of th
rable capital goods used by public agencies than c
goods used by business firms or embodied in res
dential real estate.
The reasonableness of this difference among th
various categories of capital goods with respect t
the magnitude of the allowance for consumptio:
and the resulting shift in the distribution fror
gross to net volumes has already been commente
on and may be supported further by a brief ir
spection of the 1922 estimate of national, weak.
already referred to. According to this estimate, th
value of improvements embodied in streets, road
and other highway structures not covered unde
exempt real estate, and in exempt real estat
amounted to 20.8 billion dollars (National Wealt
and Income, Table 3). This left some 167 billioi
as the value of man-made wealth (i.e.,
land) in use by business agencies or embodied ii
residential structures. Table 14 shows that the
erage volume of gross capital formation for use b
public agencies was about 2.6 billion dollan
whereas that for use by business or resulting frori
residential construction amounted to about 11.1
billion. Thus even the gross additions were at
higher relative rate for capital destined for use b'
public agencies than for business or residentia
construction. If, furthermore, we take into consid
eration the naturally much lower rate of capita
consumption of goods in public use, the results ii
Table VIII—c are easily comprehended.
gross rather than net capital forma
tion provides the proper guide to the relative mi
portance of the various categories of capital good
in the economic life and industrial structure of thi
nation. The line between replacement deman
and expansion demand for capital goods is thu
and tenuous; and it is the total volume that con
trols the relative importance of a given category o
capital goods and of the changes in their flow
True, the relatively large share of public agencie
in net capital formation, if continued, will even
tually modify greatly the structure of nationa
wealth, and perhaps also the, structure of the cur
rent production of capital goods. But for the
ent, it is gross capital formation, with its materiall'
different distribution among business, ultimat
consumers and public agencies that. provides th
more valid notion of the relative importance o
various capital goods categories in the function
ing of the economic system.
Finally, the movements in the percentage
tribution of net capital formation among its corn
[472]SUMMARY
ponent elements parallel those observed for gross
capita I foriiiation. The volume of public construc-
tion and hence of public capital formation ac-
counts for an increasing percentage of total net
capital formation; whereas the net changes in l)usi-
ness inventories account for an algebraically di-
minishing proportion. These shifts in favor of
public capital investment, and within l)usitiess
capital formation from investment in inventories
to investment in capital equipment, are character-
istic of the period since 1919, and even more
marked for net capital formation than for gross.
4 COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL
Commodity flow and capital formation are in
themselves component parts of a more compre-
hensive total that represents the current product
of economic activity. Commodity flow covers only
that part of economic activity whose result is em-
bodied. in new commodities, and excludes the serv-
ices that are not so embodied. Gross capital for-
mation represents oniy a part of the gross value
of currently produced commodities and only that
part of services not embodied in new commodities
that enters the net change in claims against for-
eign countries. Net capital formation measures
only that part of the currently produced net value
of commodities and services which is embodied
either in durable commodities and inventories or
in the net change in claims against foreign coun-
tries. It is of interest to compare these three par-
tial totals with correspondingly defined compre-
hensive totals that measure thç complete product
of the nation's economic system.
The total with which commodity flow and gross
capital formation may be compared is designated
below as the gross national product. It is defined
as the value of all commodities and services pro-
duced during the year, excluding duplication
among raw materials, semifinished goods, and all
finished products (including services), but with-
out allowance for the current consumption of du-
rable commodities. We obtain this value by adding
to national income, as it is usually measured, the
deductions that represent the consumption of fixed
capital equipment during the year. National in-
come or net national product is the total with
which net capital formation can be compared.
Since we have estimates of national income since
the War, a result of a recent study of the National
Bureau of Economic Research; and since we have
Mr. Fabricant's measures of capital consumption,
the two totals of gross and net national product
needed for comparison with commodity flow and
capital formation are easily
Before the comparison is made, two observa-
tions are in order. First, commodity flow and
capital formation can be compared with national
product only ithe two sets of concepts are co-
terminous. If commodity flow and gross. capital
formation include repairs and maintenance, thus
allowing duplication beyond that represented by
the inclusion of capital consumption as measured
in depreciation, depletion, and fire loss charges,
gross national product should similarly include an
allowance for capital consumption represented by
a theoretical repairs and maintenance amount as-
sumed in the depreciation charges. If gross and net
capital formation include consumers' movable
durable commodities, such as passenger cars and
furniture, this is tantamount to treating them as
capital equipment for the production o services;
and in that case 1)0th gross and net national prod-
uct should include imputed income flowing from
this type of capital equipment to the ultimate con-
sumers who own and use it, and gross national
product should include also the estimated con-
sumption of this type of capital equipment. But,
as mentioned above, the information available oii
1)0th actual and theoretical repairs and mainte-
nance is too inadequate for proper treatment of
this item. Also, national product as measured con-
tinuously over the period does not include im-
puted income from consumers' durable commocli-
ties except that flowing from residentialreal
estate (although some estimates of such income are
available for a few years in the period); and no
complete data are available on the current con-
sumption of these commodities. For these reasons
a conceptual similarity in the comparison possible
with the available data is assured if commodity
flow omits all repairs and maintenance; and if
capital formation is confined to that destined for
use by business units and public agencies, residen-
tial construction, and the net change in claims
against foreign countries, but excludes all repairs
and maintenance and the flow of consumers' mov-
able durable commodities.
Second, even with this conceptual similarity as-
sured, the statistical comparability of the two sets
of estimates is still open to question. National in-
come and gross national product have been esti-
2 For a discussion of the concepts of national income aiid
gross national product, their conceptual and statistica' corn-
tothose of capitalformation, see National Income
and Capital Formation, 1919—1935(National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research, 1937), especially Part VI and Appendix D.
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mated from significantly different sets of data than
those for commodity flow and capital formation.
In deriving both groups of estimates numerous ap-
proximations had to be made in order to bridge
gaps in data; consequently, the results are subject
to errors, whose direction and size in the two sets
of estimatesare not necessarily identical. It there-
fore seems best not to compare the two groups of
estimates in annual terms, but rather to use a
three-year moving average that would remove
many of the erratic effects arising from possible
limitations of the measures.
These two observations explain why Table
VIII—4 uses only one of the variants of commodity
flow and capital formation and why the compari-
son is carried through between pairs of series, each
smoothed by a three-year moving average. We may
now pass to the three sets of comparisons presented
in the table.
As already indicated, gross commodity flow in
Table VIII—4 includes all services whose costs en-
ter the value of new commodities, i.e., not only
the extractive and processing activities such as are
rendered in agriculture, mining, manufacturing,
and construction, but also transportation and dis-
tributive services rendered in the movement of
currently produced commodities to their ultimate
recipients and services provided by financial, serv-
ice, and government institutions whose costs en-
ter the value of newly produced finished commodi-
ties or of commodities going into inventories and
foreign markets. On the other hand, the services
not embodied in new commodities and hence not
covered under gross commodity flow fall largely
into three major divisions: services rendered (a)
largely by individuals(with some use of com-
modities) to other individuals who are ultimate
consumers (e.g., physicians' services to ultimate
consumers, government services to ultimate con-
sumers paid for by the latter); (b) largely by com-
modities (with some assistance from individuals)
to ultimate consumers (e.g., services of residential
buildings to ultimate consumers living in them,
by transportation, communication, and other pub-
lic utility agencies to ultimate consumers); (c) by
both individuals and commodities to already ex-
isting commodities, so far as the latter are not em-
ployed in the production or movement of new
commodities and hence so far as the cost of re-
pairing and maintaining these already existing
commodities does not enter the final cost of new
commodities(e.g., repair and maintenance of
residences or of other durable consumers' goods,
and of all other durable goods used by agencies
outside the process of production and circulation
of new commodities).
Table VIII—4 shows that the gross value of serv-
ices embodied in new commodities accounts on
the average for three-quarters of the gross na-
tional product, whether the two are measured
in current or 1929 prices. If it were possible to ex-
clude the consumption of durable commodities
from both sides of the comparison, the percentage
share of commodity flow would probably be some-
what smaller than that in Table VIII—4, since it
may he assumed that capital consumption, rela-
tively to finished output, is greater for services
embodied in new commodities than for other serv-
ices. But even on the most extreme assumption
that all capital consumption should be imputed
to the gross commodity flow and none to the serv-
icesnot embodied in new commodities, the
change in the percentage distribution would be
small. Thus, the net commodity flow would on
this assumption amount in a year like 1928 (i.e.,
three-year average centered on that year) to 58.4
billion dOllars; the net national product, similarly
measured for that year is 80.4 billion; and the
percentage of commodity flow to the total flow
of commodities and services drops only from 75.6
to 72.6.
In terms of current prices the relative share of
commodity flow in the gross national product de-
clines over the period. But this decline is confined
to the first and last few years of the period; and
seems to be due primarily to the particularly
severe decline in commodity prices from 1919 to
1922, and from 1929 to 1932. Thus, when an ad-
justment for price changes is made, the decline
over the period in the relative share of commod-
ity flow and the corresponding rise in the share of
services not embodied in new commodities disap-
pears almost completely. The adjustment for price
changes is, however, necessarily approximate and
any errors in it would be particularly significant
in the residual item in line 5 of Table VIII—4.
It therefore seems most reasonable to treat this
cvidence on changes in the allocation of gross
national product between commodity flow and
services not embodied in new commodities as
suggestive rather than as definitive.
The grOss capital formation totals used in
Table VIII—4 exclude all repairs and mainte-
nance and include among consumers' durable
commodities only residential construction. As
thus defined, gross capital formation accounts in
most years for slightly over 20 per cent of the gross
national product; but the share declines dras.SUMMARY
tically in years of depression, to 9 per cent for the
three-year period centering in 1933. When gross
capital formation is subtracted from the gross na-
tional product, the remainder represents consum-
ers' outlay, i.e., the value of finished commodities
purchased by domestic ultimate consumers. This
outlay, as defined in Table VIII—4 to include pur-
chases of all consumers' durable commodities
except residential construction, accounts during
most years for slightly under 80 per cent of the
gross national product, the share rising to 90 per
cent during the depression.
One aspect of the movement in this percentage
apportionment deserves comment, namely,its
stability before 1929. On the assumption that
since 1919 the volumeof gross national product
had described a complete long swing, one would
expect to observe itsreflection in an upward
movement of the ratio of gross capital formation.
to gross national product from 1919, or some suc-
ceeding year, to 1929. For in all cyclical oscilla-
tions, especiallyif they are of long duration,
the volume of gross capital formation may be ex-
pected to rise more during the phase of expansion,
just as it usually declines more during the phase of
contraction. Gross capital formation did decline
more after 1929, but its share did not increase
before 1929. One reason for this stability may be
looked for in the use of three-year moving aver-
ages; but their use has a relatively small effect
since it did not conceal a marked decline after
1929. A more significant explanation may be that
the long swing that culminated in 1929 may have
begun before 1919. The War period, 1914—19,
with its low volume of residential construction,
was possibly characterized by a low ratio of gross
capital formation to gross national product; al-
though this surmise may be incorrect in view of
the large net change in claims against foreign
countries and extensive production of capital
equipment during the War years. The trough of
the ratio of gross capital formation to gross na-
tional product may have occurred before 1914,
and the rise may have been from these low levels
to the high plateau of 1920—29. Our study does
not include years before 1919, but its results (in
Table VIII—4) suggest the importance of carrying
the analysis back at least to the first decade of the
twentieth century, if one is to understand clearly
the developments since 1919.
The first interesting conclusion suggested. by
the comparison of net capital formation with
national income concerns the relatively small
proportion that net additions to the stock of capi-
tal goods, as measured by us, constitute of total
national income. The average share over the
period is about 8 per cent, in contrast to the share
of the comparable measure of gross capital forma-
tion in gross national product of about 19 per
cent. This difference in the percentage distribu-
tion is obviously due to the subtraction, in arriv-
ing at net capital formation, of all consumption of
the stock of capital goods from the gross volume.
It is thus seen that of the total net output of com-
modities and services only a relatively small frac-
tion, even in the most prosperous years, can be
characterized as net addition to the stock of capital
goods. Even during prosperous years over 87 per
cent of the current output is in the group of im-
mediately consumed commodities and services.
This relatively small share of the net product
that constitutes a net addition to the nation's
stock of capital goods fluctuates violently over the
period. Even with the short term fluctuations
smoothed out by the application of a three-year
moving average, it almost doubles from 1921 to
1926, when computed for volumes in current
prices; and increases almost a half from 1921 to
1926, when computed for volumes in 1929 prices.
Its decline after 1928—29 is, of course, still more
marked. And instead of the stal)ility during 1920—
29 in the ratios of capital formation to national
product, observed in the comparison of gross vol-
umes, there is a definite .upwardmovement to
1924 or 1926 in the ratios for the net volumes.
The volume of consumers' outlay, in contrast
to the volume and share of net capital.formation,
shows no marked fluctuations, especially when
the effect of changing price levels is removed.
When measured in constant prices and in terms
of a three-year moving average, it does not decline
until 1930; and while the subsequent contraction
to 1932 is fairly substantial, its movement over
the period as a whole is distinctly upward. This
contrast in movement and variability between
consumers' outlay and capital formation clearly
justifies the emphasis that economic science places
upon the distinction between capital goods and
consumable goods; and renders it important to
provide separate and comprehensive measures of
the volume of consumers' outlay and of capital
formation as the basis for a further study of the
various economic forces that operate to produce
divergent movements in these two, essentially re-
lated, segments of the national product.
[475]Table VIII—1
COMMODITY FLOW, BY MAJOR CLASSES, 1919-1935
Measures of the flow of finished commodities to ultimate domestic recipients,
net changes in business inventories, volume of new construction, balance 0
foreigntrade in commodities and in monetary metals, and repairs and main-
tenance of durable commodities are brought together in this table, to yield
a comprehensive total of the flow of commodities and related services. Major
classes by durability are distinguished; and the estimates are given in both
current and 1929 prices. Percentage allocations of the more important .totals
are provided in Table VIII—1--A.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION, BY TYPE OF USER, 1919-1935
Measures of the various elements of gross capital formation are presented.
The classification by type of user, and within these classes, among the flow
of finished commodities, construction, and net changes in inventories, makes
it possible to obtain various totals of gross capital formation, corresponding
to the different variants of this concept. The estimates are presented in both
current and 1929 prices; Table VIII—2—A provides the percentage allocations
of the more important totals.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note A to Tables VIII—1 and V1Il—2
DERIVATION OF THE PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES FOR
1934 AND 1935
Perishable com-,nodjties: Fromthe retail sales estimates of the
Department of Commerce reported in DomesticCommerce,
February28, 1937, we took sales by stores in the following
groups: foods, beer and liquor, eating and drinking, filling sta-
tions, and drugs. The totals were used as an index to extrapolate
the 1933 figure of the cost to consumers of perishable com-
modities. By coml)ining the Bureau of Labor Statistics wholesale
price indexes for foods, anthracite coal, petroleum products,
and drugs and pharmaceuticals, and utilizing the combined
index to extrapolate the price a(ljustment index for 1933 (the
latter was secured by dividing the 1933 figure for perishable
commodities itt current prices by that in 1929 prices, see Table
V_b), we derived an index needed in the adjustment for price
changes.
Semnidnra ble corn modilies: Theretail sales of department, dry
goods, general merchandise, mail order, variety and apparel
stores were obtained from the Department of Coniiuerce esti-
mates anti used to extrapolate the 1933 figure. The correspond-
ing price index was secured by using the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics indexes for prices of shoes, textile products,. and auto-
mobile tires and tubes to extrapolate the pitce a(ljtlstment index
previously obtained by us for 1933(see Table V—b).
Consumers'durable: Retailsales of the automotive group, the
furniture and household group, and jewelry stores as estimated
by the Department of Commerce were used to extrapolate the
1933 figure. The corresponding price index was secured by using
the Bureau of Labor Statistics price indexes for motor vehicles
and housefu rnishing goods to extrapolate the price adjustment
iiiclex previously obtained by us for 1933 (see Table V—to).
Prodimcers' dim roWe:The 1935 estimate of durable
commodities(excluding horses, mules, and inil k cows) was
based on the movement of the value of production of 25 per-
tinent Census industries or parts thereof from 1933 to 1935 as
shown in the preliminary Census releases for 1935. A value for
1934 was then estimated by means of a sample based on the
annual value of products of appropriate industries in the State
of Pennsylvania. A lrice index was secured by
using Solomon Fabricant's price index for dui-able goods as an
extrapolator of the price adjustment index previously obtained
for 1933(see Table V—b).
The values for horses, mules, and milk cows in both current
anti 1929 I)rices were estimatedby the method used for the
earlier years, the recent estimates of the Department of Agricul-
ture being adjusted to conform with the series utilized for the
earlier period.
Residentialconstruction: Thevarious components oftotal
residential construction were estimated nutch as in the earlier
years (see Table \'I—7 and Notes to it). David Wickens' estimates
of non-farm residentialconstruction were utilizeddirectly;
major additions anti alterations were approximated from the
permit data; and [arm dwellings were estimated in the same
manner as previously.
Businessconstruction: Estimatesfor 1934 were made exactly as
in prior years (see Note B to Table \'I—7). In 1935, non-residen-
tial construction, excluding farm, was estimated on the basis of
the movement of the Dodge contract data for commercial, fac-
tory, religious and memorial, and social and recreational build-
ings; major additions and alterations were approximated from
the building permit data; farm construction was obtained di-
rectly from the Department of Agriculture estimates; and public
utility construction was based on the data available for the
different types as obtained from the sources described in Note
A to Table VI—8 and from the estimates of Peter Stone. Data
were secured for all types of utility construction except electric
light and power.
Publicconstruction: Extrapolationfor 1934 and 1935 was based
on estimates prepared by Peter Stone. This series had also beeti
used to estimate values for 1932 and 1933 (see Table V1—9).
Inventories
(a)Farm.:Inventoriesin the hands of farmers were estimated
by the method utilized for the earlier years except that the
Department of Agriculture figures, because of recent revi-
sion, had first to be adjusted to conform with the series
used in this study.
(b) Transportationan(l other public utilities:Materialsand
supplies held by Class I steam railways, electric railways,
pipe lines, carriels by water, telephone companies, telegraph
andcablecompanies (all given in reports of the Interstate
Commerce Commission and Federal Communications Com-
mission) and by 24 electric light and lou'em' corporations
(obtained from the Standard Statistics report, Composite
ofFinancial Statements, August14, 1936) were suminated
and used as a sample to estimate the movement of utility
inventories from 1934 to 1935. The 1934 figure was esti-
mated on the basis of corporate inventories of the ti-ans-
portation and public utilities group as shown in Statistics
of Income, 1933and in an release for 1934.
(c) Distributivetrades: Thewholesale trade estimate for 1934
was based on the movement of corporate distributive inven-
tories from1933 to 1934 (Statisticsof Income, 1933and an
unpul)lished release for 1931). For 1935 ihe 1935 Wholesale
Census was used. The ratios of inventories to sales obtained
for 1933 and 1935 were adjusted to agree with the 1933 ratio
dem-ived from the 1933 estimate of inventories anti the 1933
wholesale sales figure shown in DomesticCommerce, Febru-
ary 20, 1937. The adjusted 1935 ratio was then applied to
the 1955 figure in the latter. These small adjustments were
necessary because of slight changes in the structure of the
Wholesale Census from census year to census year. Our
estimates utilize the 1929 Census as a base and thtis re-
{490]
quire that later censuses l)e rendered as nearly comparable
with it as possible. Translation into 1929 prices and the
subsequent calculation of net changes were accomplished
by the methods employed in the 'earlier years. In order
to derive the necessary 1)1-ice indexes the annual average
and the average for December-January, Bureau of Labor
Statistics wholesale price indexes for all commodities, ex-
chiding farm products, were splicedto the actual 1933
indexes indicated by comparisOn of the wholesale inven-
tory estimates in current and 1929 prices (see Tables VII—
6, VlI—7, VII—9 and Vu—b).
The retail estimate for 1934 was also based on the move-
ment of corporate distributive inventories from 1933 to
1934. For 1935 the same procedure was followed as for
wholesale trade, except that the Retail Census data and
the retail sales estimates in DomesticCommerce wereused.
Translation into 1929 prices and the subsequent calcula-
tion of net changes were based on the extrapolating price
indexes that were used for wholesale inventories. These
indexes were applied to the actual Price indexes indicated
by comparison of the 1933 retail inventory figures in current
prices with those in 1929 prices(see Tables VII—6, VII—7,
\'II—9 and Vu—b).
(d) All other: Lack of detailed data made necessary the com-
putation of all remaining inventories in one group, includ-S U M MARY
ing inventories for mining, manufacturing, construction,
service, finance,.and nature of business not given. For 1934
the total of corporate inventories for all groups except agri-
culture, trade, and transportation and other public utilities
(Statistics of Income, 1933 and an unpublishe.4 release for
1934) was used as an extrapolator. For 1935 the movement of
the Standard Statistics sample of 483 corporations from
[491]
1934 to 1935 was used. Translation to 1929 prices and the
subsequent calculation of net changes were accomplished by
price indexes derived from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
wholesale price index for all commodities, excluding farm
products, spliced to the actual indexes shown by a compari-
son of the 1933 inventories in current and 1929 prices
(based on Tables VII—6, V11-7, VII—9 and Vu—b).Table VIII—3
NET CAPITAL FORMATION, 1919-1935
Available estimates of the current consumption of capital goods used by
business enterprises and by governmental agencies (exclusive of residential
real estate), and of residential real estate, make it possible to obtain approxi-
mate measures of net capital formation. The measures are provided in both
current and 1929 prices.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NATIONAL PRODUCT, COMMODITY FLOW, AND CAPITAL
FORMATION, 1920-1934
The estimated volume of commodity flow and gross capital formation are
compared with gross national product; and net capital formation with net
national product or national income. The comparison is carried through for
the series smoothed by three-year moving averages centered on the middle
year of the three; and is presented in both current and 1929 prices. The
absolute and relative magnitudes of the residual parts of gross national
product (gross value of services not embodied in new commodities and con-
sumers' outlay) and of national income (consumers' outlay) are shown.
For discussion of this table see Preface to Part VIII,, Section 4.T
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